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EDITOR’S DESK
GREETINGS AND WELCOME TO THE SPARKS’ 1ST EDITION!
Salam Sejahtera.
The Sparks is a quarterly publication by DaVita
Malaysia that is established to project on our culture,
traditions and latest happenings to enhance your
knowledge over the village’s highlights and keep
you ready for what is coming up next. The intent to
revamp our newsletter is pursued in the aim to reflect
our best practices undertaken in all pursuits of roles
and responsibilities where operations, clinical and
engagement is concerned. I am excited to announce
that this renewed edition of newsletter publication
would intrigue readership and further foster
anticipation for the upcoming editions.
I am happy to share with our teammates that we
will be demonstrating an advanced recognition
effort through our newsletters by featuring your
participation in all programs, achievements and
Initiatives. So, don’t be surprised if you come across
your pictures in these editions because we’ve always
dreamt of coming-up with initiatives that make you
feel special. We wish to underscore the DaVita Way
as we care for each other with the same intensity
with which we care for our patients.
I would like to bring us back in time and make a
shoutout to both Clinical and HQ teammates in
uniting as one against the deadly COVID-19 through
teamwork. Each effort of yours cannot be exchanged
through our unconditional gratefulness and
appreciation, because your spirit of care and values
has exceeded beyond the village’s expectation. I
must admit that our team has been fighting the
plight against the pandemic given these crucial times
during the lockdown period at assuring patients
safety is enforced via advanced clinical endeavours
at the clinics to break the chain of COVID-19. In this
pioneer edition, you will see how our heroes have
gone all out to give their best! Stay tuned to the
amazing activities they’ve indulged in amidst of all
chaos caused by the pandemic – you guys are truly
an epitome of heroism.
I am glad to pen down my feelings that during this
uncertain time of the year with COVID-19 ruining
global lives – we have significantly note on how Team
Cahaya have joined as one and brought the core
values to live through the DaVita Way. I am amazed

and stunt with our teammates heroic acts to showing
up at the clinics everyday committedly despite
witnessing the springing number of COVID-19 cases
every day on news, social media and all other digital
platforms that teammates are exposed too.
Kudos to you my fellow, friends! You are our unsung
heroes who have been striving since the first day the
country detected the virus. You have made invaluable
and immense sacrifice for the village by embarking
on a journey of risk to deal with something very
alien and never been dealt with before. I would love
to record my highest appreciation for all your hard
work and contribution which have helped the village
to secure our patients, teammates and your families
from this pandemic.
This edition of newsletter publication is ours, special
and new! We have written amazing stories about you
especially during the pandemic and therefore this
edition is specially dedicated to you – our heroes! Do
enjoy every bit of the sections that we have offered
in this publication and write to us about how you feel
of our fresh and new edition. Remember, we aim to
continuously improve, and your views are our priority
to strive towards creating a special place for you, our
patients and the community.
Have a good read and enjoy!
Yours truly and inspired,
Sandra Priya C Aravindarshan (Riya)
Wisdom Lead – Culture, Communication, Learning &
Development
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NOTE FROM HEADQUARTERS

International Nurses Day
& International Social
Recognition Posts for
DaVita Malaysia
Clinical Teammates

A few words by:
DR. ROSNAWATI YAHYA,
Chief Medical Officer

On this
International Nurses
Day, celebrated
worldwide on May
12, we want to
celebrate all our
wonderful nurses,
the frontline
warriors who has
put patients above
their loved ones
today, I want to
applaud all your
commitments at in
taking good care
of our patients
during this trying
time of COVID-19
pandemic.

4
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NOTE FROM HEADQUARTERS
I am in awe in recognising our
clinical teammates courage in
ensuring our patients get treated
and sent home safely while
the number of COVID cases
were sprawling dramatically.
Teammates continued to provide
their unconditional support
with persistence and served
with excellence in assuring both
teammates and patients safety.
Our teammates have a family
to return to at the end of their
shifts and the risk they bore from
the centre back to home can be
unimaginably scary especially
when there are elder folks and
children at home. As a responsible
healthcare provider, we are
obligated to not only cater for
the safety needs of our patients
and teammates but also to our
community. We continuously
advise and remind our teammates
of the precaution that they need
to adhere to in order to keep
them safe, so they can continue

to provide necessary life- saving
treatment for our patients and
return to their homes safely.
Every day as a doctor myself
I worry for the safety of my
teammates in the centres and
pray for their wellbeing for they
should not be exposed to any
sort of risks and in this event, I
am ever grateful to a team who is
ready with immediate responses
and actions that deem crucial
given this point of time – they
are my Clinical Service Specialist
(CSS) team and Director Clinical
Specialist (DCS). We communicate
daily to check-in various matter
and one of the most concerning
subjects that we will pin our focus
to is over teammates and patient’s
safety.
My unconditional appreciation
goes all out to my HQ teammates
who voluntarily took lead in
performing virtual triaging
measures via phone-call to all
the patients daily during the
lockdown. The virtual triage-calls
acts as an additional screening
shield before them accessing the
centres although triage measures
are carried out in the centres by
the nurses. In this juncture, the
village has reflected key core
values that has been played by
our caring teammates especially
during these crucial times. I
certainly am proud to say – that
we are in this together as a team!

We are immensely grateful for
your unwavering commitment and
inspiring resolute to care for our
patients and each other with equal
intensity. You are our heroes and
we salute you for living the DaVita
Way and showing great courage
and compassion.

It is a distinctive honour to be
part of this Village and serve
our valiant frontline teammates
who are working tirelessly across
Malaysia to deliver extraordinary
care to our vulnerable patients,
even during these unprecedented
and challenging times.
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HIGHLIGHTS
HIGHLIGHTS

Davita Malaysia Teammates
Soar Greater Heights In Clinical
Practices Through Enhanced
Communications And Creativity
Undoubtedly early this year was filled with
excitement and high spirits that promises
continuous improvement amidst our local
clinical teammates through enhanced
communications and clinical skills. DaVita
Malaysia hosted its very pioneer clinical
training for 2020 on introducing Summit and
Huddles to our clinical teammates.
6
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HIGHLIGHTS
The 2 days training was headed
by Janet Cowperthwaite,
International Clinical Operations
Director and Rusminah Sudin,
Director Clinical Specialist
alongside with the assistances
of Norhaida Md Saman and Luo
Tze Ting who are Clinical Services
Specialists of Region 1 and Region
3.
The Summit program has been
developed as a way for all the
teams within DaVita International
to improve patient safety and
quality of care. The training aims
to promote safety culture and
improve clinical outcomes from
within the centres. The tag line
of this Summit program defines
as an elevating patient care. The
program educates our teammates
that small steps undertaken
in the present would result to
an increasing quality of clinical
services and safety. The program
underpins on key clinical goals
that affirms on creating a patient
safety culture through quality
improvement methods for all
activities while transitioning into a
reliable organisation.
Daily Huddle works in parallel with
the Summit program to stirring
patient safety measures and
quality improvement initiatives
through teamwork. Teamwork
is the key to achieving quality
improvements and patient safety
prior to establishing as a reliable
organization. This program
enables the team members in
the centres to a manage, review
and flag concerns where areas
of improvement is required
proactively for quality and patient
safety. The program aids to
enhancing teammates interaction
and promote teamwork in the
centres whereby they can share
information with each other,
deliver updates and brainstorm
over new ideas.
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HIGHLIGHTS

Improved Engagement In
Centres Through Teamwork
Emphasis And Creative
Communications
Engagement between teammates in the centres
is crucial as it assures service excellences and
quality care services to our patients.

8

As we are a company that cares
for our teammates as much as
we care for our patients – we
prioritize to communicate and
recognize our front liners efforts
who provides direct care to our
patients in the most effective
ways from headquarters.
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HIGHLIGHTS
The entire training underscores
the clinical department efforts
to outshining clinical teammates
expertise and raising the bar of
individual accountability in the
centres.
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WHAT’S
HAPPENING
WHAT’S
HAPPENING

Chinese New Year
Celebration –
Team Toast Towards
Progress And Growth
As a village that encompasses of multiracial
community – Wisdom had organised a
Chinese New Year Celebration to honour all
of our Chinese teammates by partaking in
the hype of Chinese New Year traditions this
year. The celebration begun in early January
as our teammates resume to work after the
year end break through mandarin oranges
distribution to all teammates.

10

Mandarin oranges are given out
as it is synonymous with Chinese
New Year celebrations and it
is believed that the gift of an
orange symbolises abundance
of happiness and prosperity.
The bright orange colour also
symbolizes gold and has the
auspicious meaning to bring
in good luck and wealth. The
leadership team in HQ toasted
over Yee Sang for growth and
success. The team excitedly
tossed it as higher as they can
together as the Chinese believes,
the higher you toss the higher the
possibilities to achieving all the
success yearned for. It is a believe,
nonetheless, effort still matters,
said jokingly by Jeson to all leaders
who participated in the toss.
The celebration then continued
to the next session to awarding
teammates who has win the core
value pins followed by a short
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

speech provision by Jeson. He
shared that he wish for all HQ
teammates to continue to serve
with excellence and extend
unconditional support required
by clinical teammates whenever
needed while upholding to all
core values. He also reminded
everyone on preserving the
culture of the village through
the DaVita Way that is to serve
with dedication through our
head, heart and hands and to
persistently care for each other as
how we care for our patients.

The session ended with delicious lunch with a variety of Chinese
delicacies served to all. It was a happy, fun occasion along with all our
teammates and we would treasure this as a great memory!
The celebration is also extended to all centres by distribution of cookies
to the patients and teammates. It is the small gestures that matters the
most and that small token instantly creates a special place for both our
teammates and patients. See the fun moments that is captured!
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

TEAMMATES IN MALAYSIA
EMBARKS ON INTERACTIVE
ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITY
WITH PATIENTS

Wall of Fame
Contest 2020!

Our teammates took part in
the Wall of Fame contest 2020
to encourage a strong bond
between the patient-caregiver
community that drive towards an
increased patient engagement.
We are amazed with the increased
participation rate for this year
and this is because this initiative
defines a unique bonding between
our caregivers and the patients.
The Wall of Fame is a collection
of pictures and facts about
teammates and patients grouped
around a theme and displayed
in the centre. The Wall of Fame
is critical to demonstrate our
continuous connectedness to
nurture the patient-caregiver
relationships while developing
a sense of community that is
critical for morale. Our patients
and teammates takes great pride
in our Wall of Fame as it aids to
understand one another with a
heightened feeling of community
at our centres.
We are waiting anxiously for the
winners of 2020 Wall of Fame
Contest announcement that will be
made soon!

12
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

Committing to Support
Teammates during COVID-19
Pandemic
Giving Live”, that’s what DaVita
stands for and that’s what our
frontline teammates are doing
day-in and day-out, providing
quality care to our patients who
need it the most. Thank you for
your commitment during this
unprecedented time.
As a Community First and
Company Second, we are
committed to supporting all
teammates and patients, especially
during these extraordinary times
of the COVID-19 pandemic. This
is what a Village is all about.
As you know, every country, every
region and every community are
unique and is presenting unique
challenges to our teammates at a
very personal level.

DaVita International has launched the “Village Lives Fund” to give
access to extra resources to local country teams who go above and
beyond to care for our patients during this pandemic. In this event
Malaysia championed the program by providing the following support
to heroic Team Cahaya:
“Safety first!”
A medical support allowance has been put in place in case
teammates are required to take a COVID-19 test, if they develop
any flu-like or COVID-19 symptoms. Each teammate will be
funded RM700 for COVID-19 testing.

“We got you here”
Supplementary Welfare Assistance for teammates who may have
lost their close family members (e.g. parents, spouse, children) to
COVID-19 or tested positive for COVID-19. RM 500 will be given
to help teammates and their families to help purchase groceries
for their homes during this hard time.
“Prevention is better than cure”
Should PPE stocks deplete; we will make provisions for reusable
masks for all patients and teammates to help keep them safe
during this time of emergency.
The Village appreciates the incredible commitment extended by our
teammates to the patients during this unprecedented time and it
assures that the village will be supportive of the teammates as we all
come together in overcoming the pandemic.
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE

DaVita’s Reusable Mask
Distribution to Teammates &
Patients
Village Lives Funds is
established in the aim to
support our teammates during
these trying time of COVID-19
existence that has sparked
a ruckus amidst global lives.
As part of our initiative for
this program, we are happy to
announce that all teammate
and patients will be benefitting
a Reusable Personal Protective
Mask from this program as
we wish intent to uphold
to our vision when it comes
to patients and teammates
safety. The reusable masks
are customised designed as
per DaVita’s brand identity
and both our teammates and
patients loved it very much.
We are glad as we can make
provisions for reusable masks
to all patients and teammates
as we want to keep them safe
during this time of emergency.
We encouraged our nurses
to pursue the following acts
at their respective centres of
purview while distributing the
masks to all patients:
a. Extend the reusable
masks to patients with
a smile. Our culture
educates us to serve with
excellence and that we
must demonstrate while
providing our services and
care to our patients.
b. Explain to our patients
on why DaVita Malaysia
is offering these reusable
masks to them. This

14

c.

is because we prioritise
patient’s safety and we are
obligated to provide extra
care to all our patients
during this trying time.
Spend a couple of minutes
with your patients in the
centre to educate them
on the instructions to use
a reusable mask and that
they could wear this mask
when they walk in for their
treatments or anywhere,
they wish to go.

We believe that extra care is also
demonstrated through pleasant
communications style as that
will underline a harmonious
relationship between patients
and us as caregivers while
achieving our aim of creating
a special place between
teammates, patients and the
community.
Most teammates responded
that the patients received their
pack of reusable mask with
great delight and some even
commented that the masks are
comfortable when compared
with the disposable ones.
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International Women’s Day
at DaVita Malaysia HQ
DaVita Malaysia continues to place great importance on helping to create
a gender-equal village through diversity and belonging.
WHY IS THIS
IMPORTANT?

Diversity and belonging are
ideals that we hold close to our
hearts in DaVita. Our goal is to
embed Diversity and belonging
to everything we do in our Village
so that our teammates feels
included and not to have the
feeling of being left out. To make
our teammates feel included
and special, we celebrated
International Women’s Day at the
HQ.
We were honoured to have
embarked on this amazing
journey with everyone in the
village to celebrating the joyous
and memorable independence
for women where there is a
designated day that celebrates,
Women!

In Malaysia, we have 80% of
female teammates and that is
not only limited to our clinical
teammates but also combined
with HQ teammates. That is a
global impact on how we have
come along the way to fostering
a diverse and inclusive village
in Malaysia! This number also
displays a large volume of female
leaders that demonstrates crucial
decision makings, action plan
execution, and many more that
not only ensures the businesses
operations on a day-to-day basis
but also carrying out personal
attributes with to one’s own self,
family and just more to say.

all the objectives and goals of
the company are met. It is never
easy to undertake multiple roles
yet championing at work as

While the world has achieved
great progress towards
gender equality and women’s
empowerment –DaVita Malaysia
applauded our female teammates
for all unconditional efforts and
positive empowerment at assuring
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WHAT’S HAPPENING
leaders, hence, the village wants
teammates to know and trust
that we are always together and
are committed to caring for each
other with the same intensity that
we care for our patients.

Our teammates commitment
towards the company are
exceptional. We are confident
and amazed with the way they
add value to our company, and
we wish to scale up to greater
heights and make the impossible,
possible.

LET’S HEAR OUT FROM SOME OF OUR TEAMMATES!
“I was working on sorting out an urgent assignment with concern to my region centres
and suddenly I noticed my teammates walking in with pretty flowers and wished me
Happy International Women’s day – I felt so special and went speechless for a couple
of minutes. I was then hugged and told to take it easy for the day because it’s a day to
celebrate and recognise myself, I never had experienced this in my former employments
that makes me have a sense of belonging in the Village’.”
Nor Majidah Mustafa Kamal,
Regional Operations Manager

“I was new to the village, about 10 days old and my Wisdom girl approached me
with this brilliant idea to celebrating International Women’s day while having to give
out the flowers to our teammates in HQ. It is amazing and very exciting to share
with everyone on how I felt – like instantaneously connected with every one through
this pleasant gesture that spells out the village’s culture of inclusivity while creating
a feeling of belonging. I am looking forward to expanding this celebration and
recognitions to our clinical teammates next year’.”
Juanita Anthony,
People Services Manager

“I acknowledged the day with many of them having to receive this fresh and pretty
looking flowers with a very beautiful recognition note on it. Never, I had the thought to
receiving one on Women’s day, but it had come to my surprise when my room door was
knocked upon by both my teammates, Juanita and Riya. I smiled in awe while receiving
the mini bouquet and I was reminded to recognise this special event – that very moment,
I loved the way how culture is practiced in the village to creating a special place for all
while embracing inclusivity’.”
Arjan Singh,
Legal Counsel

16
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

Relocation of
Pusat Dialisis
DaVita Kuala
Pilah
Pusat Dialisis DaVita Kuala Pilah
have recently moved to new
space @ Lot 1735 & 1736, Jalan
Wira 2/1, Taman Wira Jaya,
Jalan Melang, 72000 Kuala Pilah,
Negeri Sembilan.
We look forward to seeing and
serving our patients at our greatly
improved centre.
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FEATURE
FEATURE

International Nurses Day &
Special Token of Appreciation
This is a very special occasion especially for all our clinical teammates
who have expressed their unconditional dedication and hard work
given this trying time with COVID-19 Pandemic as a global threat.
DaVita Malaysia or Team Cahaya is proud to acclaim that our nurses
have impeccably soared towards continuous improvement and service
excellence, hence, directly uplifting the spirit of our core values. As
we celebrate nurses this month, I am marked by a sense of pride and
humbleness to write on these notes to my fellow frontline heroes.

18
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Our nurses have always been a
key component to assuring quality
care is delivered to the patients
who are medically complex and
at-risk. Your role is critical and
highly respected because we
know the importance of your role
in restoring patient’s health in the
form of emotional support. Your
acts of humanity are prevalent
through your great listening skills
and empathy offerings to patient’s
and these acts of kindness is a
vital part of a patient experience.
The Village admires your
aspiration to striving hard during
this period of time while many
among us have questions and fear
about COVID-19 but our nurses
have been nimble and flexible
adapting to all latest stipulated
clinical guidelines and safety
measures to ensure treatments
are delivered to the patients and
at the same time prioritising both
patients and teammates safety
at peak. We are out of words to
express our heartfelt gratitude
as our nurses have embarked on
a journey to fight over flight and
have done so with a tone of love
and kindness.
The Village is pleased to have
several arrangements in place for
our nurses during this challenging
period and that our gratefulness
is extended through programs
such as the Village Life Funds
Program and special allowances
contribution to our clinical
teammates. We are in the middle
of working on many interactive
recognition communications
for our teammates and that will
be shared with everyone in the
soonest.
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FEATURE
Teammates, regardless from HQ or centres are encouraged to take time
during this very special month, and throughout the year, to recognize
and thank each other especially our frontline heroes for their tireless
efforts as we continue to face the COVID-19 pandemic.

HAPPY INTERNATIONAL
NURSES DAY!
THANK YOU,
DAVITA HEROES!
OUR NURSES,
OUR HEROES!
WE ARE IN THIS TOGETHER!
TOGETHER WE UNITE
AGAINST COVID-19!

20
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Global Shout Out For
Team Cahaya On
International Nurses Day

BAANU PANNIRSELVAM

Nurse and Facility Administrator
Baanu has worked hard to become a
nurse because she enjoys caring for
others and making sure that all patients
receive the highest quality of care.
She says that she “gives life” through
showing love and empathy to patients
in her care. Baanu emphasizes that
health care professionals should care
for patients with as much intensity as
they would for family. She encourages
her fellow nurses to “show care, show
love and help everyone.

SWEE LEEN MATI WONG

SITI ZAMIDAH BINTI MUHAMMAD

Nurse and Facility Administrator
Nursing for me will never be ‘just a job,’ it is something I have
a huge passion for, and each day is a learning experience.”
She loves the nursing profession for its challenging, fastpaced and interesting nature. She stresses the importance of
continuously improving and staying updated with health care
information.
As nurses give life, she says that they are responsible to give
all of their soul, strength and knowledge to those in need.
She encourages nurses to always wear their uniform with
confidence and pride because it means they get to treat
patients that trust them with dignity, kindness and respect.

Nurse and Facility Administrator
Swee Leen Mati Wong has been delivering care to dialysis
patients with DaVita for over seven years. She is thankful
that she gets to give life every day she walks into work. She
says, “’Giving life’ means using your mind, heart and hands
to care for others regardless of their gender, race, religious
preferences or background.” She finds that one the most
interesting aspects of being a nurse is caring for individuals
who typically do not know you but trust you to take good
care of them. She addresses her fellow nurses by saying, “I
know that you’re giving it your best. Hang in there. Don’t
forget to take care of yourself while you’re caring for others.
Wherever you go, leave a little sparkle in others’ lives.”

NUR IDAYU ISMAINI

Staff Nurse
Since childhood, Nur Idayu has known
she’d one day become a nurse. She
wanted to lead by example by treating
patients with immense empathy,
regardless of their skin color, religious
preferences, gender or background.
Nur Idayu is passionate about nursing
and loves caring for patients. She
encourages nurses and hopes that
despite the hardships that have come
with COVID-19, nurses continue being
nurses
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WE CARE

Keeping
An Eye
On Your
Kidneys

With Malaysia’s continued increase in new
dialysis patient numbers, the importance
of kidney screening has become even more
integral in order to avoid becoming part of
this alarming statistic.

Over the past 13 years, Malaysia
has seen a huge surge of new
dialysis patients. With the
reported numbers more than
double of what they were in 2005,
is imperative that Malaysians
screen their kidneys regularly.

Individuals who are particularly
at risk of developing CKD are
those with diabetes, high blood
pressure, cardiovascular disease,
family history of kidney disease
and aged 55 or older. However,
it is important to know that CKD
does not develop overnight.

WHAT HAPPENS AT A
KIDNEY SCREENING?

WHY THIS MATTERS

Often, symptoms do not surface
at the early onset of kidney
disease. It may only be detected
through blood and urine tests. If
a patient does come back with
results that indicate that early
onset of kidney disease, their
outlook is generally very good
and can stave off more serious
outcomes by simple lifestyle
changes.

During a screening, a trained
technician will draw blood to be
tested for creatinine. Creatinine
is a waste product that gets
filtered by the kidneys in order
to be excreted through urine.
If the kidneys are functioning
abnormally, there will be a higher
level of creatinine in the blood as
it has not been processed by the
kidneys properly to be expelled as
waste.

Malaysia’s high occurrence of
Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD)
and End Stage Renal Disease
(ESRD) is attributed to unhealthy
lifestyles and eating habits. This
current trend has led multiple
reports to indicate that Malaysia
is on track to have the highest
occurrence of kidney failure
patients from diabetes by 2030!

Individuals over 55 and those
who are particularly at risk of
developing CKD are always
advised to schedule regular kidney
screenings, as advised by their
physician.

If this occurs, a lab technician
will be able to determine an
individuals stage of kidney disease
by calculating the glomerular
filtration rate (GFR). As everyone
is different, the GFR takes into
consideration other factors such
as age, race, weight and gender
to help develop a more accurate
insight on a patient’s condition.

22
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WHAT HAPPENS AFTER
THE SCREENING?

If the results of the kidney
screening indicate that a patient’s
kidneys are healthy, there is
often very little or no lifestyle
adjustments needed apart from
maintaining a regular kidney
screening schedule.
If abnormal kidney function has
been detected, there are many
ways to manage the condition
and delay the onset of ESRD
and kidney failure. By detecting
any issues early, individuals
are taking the proactive stance
to diminishing the chance of
developing more drastic and
life altering circumstances that
will place them squarely in an
unwanted statistic.

NUMBERS STACKING UP

The Malaysian Dialysis and
Transplant Registry cites that
47% of all dialysis patients were
55 years or older at the onset
of dialysis. States with higher
reported dialysis treatment rates
were mostly from the more
economically advantaged states
of West Malaysia including WP

Kuala Lumpur, Negeri Sembilan
and Melaka.
As prolonged dialysis therapy is
costly, majority of dialysis patients
receive government aid to fund
their treatments. These funds
were not only channelled to
government dialysis centres but
also, subsidies to NGO centres.
As a result, the strain of requiring
dialysis is not just experienced by
patients and their families, it is felt
by the society as well.
Oftentimes, the results of a kidney
screening will provide individuals
with the wake-up call they need
in order to make healthier lifestyle
choices to avoid developing ESRD
or kidney failure.

failure in around 1 in 50 people
with the condition, provided if
they manage it properly.
Most people are able to delay
further progression of kidney
disease by adhering to an eating
plan that provides the right
amount of salt, fluids and protein,
maintaining a regular exercise
routine and avoiding dehydration.
By detecting kidney disease early,
individuals can enjoy a quality of
life that they are accustomed to
without any drastic changes that
may involve long-term medication
and/or dialysis. Speak to your
family doctor to find out more
about kidney screening today.

THE GOOD NEWS

Ultimately, the outlook for
patients who detect the kidney
disease early is bright. Even
individuals who have CKD are
able to control their condition
with medication and regular
check-ups. According to the UK
National Health System (NHS),
CKD only progresses to kidney
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How Team Cahaya Heroes
Overcome the Trying Period
of COVID-19
The Prime Minister Office of Malaysia had declared a Movement
Control Order (MCO) or most commonly known as “Lockdown” in
Malaysia since 18th March 2020 and with effect to the implementation,
all travel abroad are banned, schools and businesses are shut down and
only essential service sectors are allowed to operate.
As DaVita Malaysia falls under
the category of essential service
providers, our clinical teammates
stood as frontlines to battling
with the deadly pandemic while
assuring the safety of our patients
and the community. We look up
to them and we are lost of words
to convey our gratefulness and
appreciation.
The lockdown has severely
impacted the nation with fear
at its peak especially having
to acknowledge the influx of
COVID-19 cases and its death
toll reported daily. Having said
all of that, our nurses remained
calm and strong throughout
the period and have served our
patients unconditionally with
extra precaution clinical measures
adhered to from time to time
basis.
From the moment we came to
know about the lockdown, The
DaVita Way and our Core Values
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have been at full capacity and are being lived with more intensity than
before.

SERVICE EXCELLENCE

• Daily “triage calls” with our patients in all centres to check in
with their health condition as an additional protection shield
prior to accessing centres premise to assuring safety of both
teammates and patients.
• Additional “emergency allowance” was paid-out to all Nurses in
the aim to cater for their needs given this critical time.
• Wisdom launched Village Lives Funds to complement
teammates needs.
• Streamlined triage processes in the centres.
• Wisdom partnered with Clinical team to establishing
educational brochures and posters for centres on COVID-19
precautious measures

INTEGRITY

Our teams in HQ and in
all our centres have been
working with full Integrity
to ensure our patients are
cared for.

CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT

As part of our Continuous
Improvement, the team
continues to review plans
and adjust accordingly.
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WE CARE
FUN

Team Cahaya has been
enthusiastic to keeping up
to the fun core value even
during the lockdown period
however, adhering to the
new normal practices such as
social distancing and proper
PPE usage. While Wisdom
will be launching exciting
initiatives soon to compensate
for cancelled events and that
teammates can still enjoy in a
safe manner during this trying
time of COVID-19 spread.
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ACCOUNTABILITY

It is amazing how our
teammates have got together
to support each other
especially during the lockdown
periods for being able to
relocate from one centre
to another who was facing
shortage of manpower. I am
amazed by their spirit for being
able to relocate in a short

span of time. This action of our precious teammates reflects their
dedication to serve with excellence and the importance to provide
quality care and services by prioritising patients’ safety at top-notch.
This act of yours reflects our core value of Accountability. Thank you
for leading by example and showing everyone what an awesome
team can do!

Kudos to the following team members! You deserved to be featured
here for your heroic acts and that DaVita Malaysia is proud of.
Siti Norbihah Maghpor
Nor Azawanie Abdul Aziz
Hasanudin Bin Amrah
Farah Najwa Binti Rahmat
Noor Ashikin Mustapha
Khairiah Binti Muhammad
Nor Hanisah Binti Muklas
Muzdalifah Binti Ismail
Baanu Pannirselvam
Nurul Aini Burhanuddin

THANK YOU TO OUR WARRIORS!
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Seremban Teammates Tops the
List and Wins Best Centre Award
of 2019
Congratulations Pusat Dialisis DaVita
Seremban teammates and Nor Majidah!
We are amazed with the team’s persistency
and drive that justifies their position as
No. 1 amidst 39 centres in Malaysia. This
initiative aims to recognise our teammates
achievements on managing centres the
DaVita Way. The DaVita Way means that
we dedicate our Head, Heart and Hands to
pursue the Mission, live the Values and build
a healthy Village. It means that we care for
each other with the same intensity with
which we care for our patients.

This Best Centre Award initiative
scores all the participating centres
over a several parameters in
financials and clinical outcomes.
All clinical teammates will be
informed of their performance
progress on a monthly basis during
the Voice of Village Call. This effort
enables teammates to understand
“What is doing well”, “What is not
doing well”, in their centres and
provides them the opportunity to
rectify areas where more emphasis
is required and motivation to
doing better in areas where they
are already doing well.
As a token of recognition, the
winner, who tops the list of
39 centres will be rewarded a
cash prize worth of RM5000
and that shall be divided among
the number of teammates in
the centre who has won. The
teammates also walks away
with certificate of excellence
and a trophy. We believe this
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program does not only underscore
our efforts to recognising the
best centre performer but also
provides an opportunity for the
centres to communicate with
other performing centres to gain
insights on strategies and tactics to
performing better in any areas that
they are lagging in.
This platform provides a healthy
competition between inter
centres while promoting to open
communications between nurses
to sharing and gaining ideas in
managing centres. To sum up, the
more we put the top performers
on spotlight – the more we are
providing opportunity to the other
centres in reaching out to them
for guidance while encouraging
inter centres unity and knowledge
sharing.

We would like to credit our teammates from Batang Berjuntai, Cheras,
Jerantut, Kajang, Bandar Baru Uda, Gurun, Kota Tinggi, Benut and
Sungai Besar for establishing as the top 10 performers following
Seremban in the list. It is definitely the hard work that have escalated
them to rest in their position as top 10 performers and we look forward
to witnessing your victory in 2020 and then upcoming years.

LET’S HEAR OUT FROM SOME OF OUR TEAMMATES!
“I have always believed
that my centre is my first
home because I spent most
of my time here while the
patients and teammates
are my family. As a leader
entrusted for the role of
being an FA, I and my team
are obligated to serve with
excellence, integrity and
we have never failed to
engage with our patients
on some fun activities. I
will continue to serve as a
good leader at my best and
I along with my team will
continue to learn as much
as we can to establish a
special place for each other
and patients”.
Suria Mahmud,
Facility Administrator
(Seremban)
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“I am so happy on my team’s winning, it felt like I am
part of it and I will strive along with my team from
Benut to be in the first place in 2020”.
Nur Akmar Abd Wahid,
Facility Administrator (Benut)

“I have always known that my team in Malaysia are
doing great and I am very grateful for that. I have
witnessed that most teammates lives up to our
core values and serves with excellence as much as
they can to provide quality care and services to our
patients. This initiative is not only to underscore
the best performers but it also aims to educate the
clinical teammates to understanding fundamentals
of operations performances that is beyond their
clinical expertise. I would like to congratulate
Seremban team on their winning of the Best
Performance Centre Award in 2020. Meanwhile to
the rest, there is always another year to win and I
wish you all the best!”.
Jesonpragash Gnaniah,
General Manager, DaVita Malaysia
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Teammate
of the
Quarter
1ST QUARTER
Shahilah Mohamed,
HQ

1ST QUARTER

Core Value Award
Winners (HQ)
Service Excellence
MUHAMAD FIRDAUS BIN
ROSLAN
Service Excellence
NORHAIDA BINTI
MOHD SAMAN
Fun
MADIHAH BINTI OMAR

Team
FARAH WAHIDA BINTI
MASHATAR
Integrity
NURZAITI NAJIHA BINTI
MOHD DARUS
Service Excellence
QUESTAL CHIA

Core Value Award
Winners (Centres)
Accountability
AIN FARHANA BINTI
MOHD KAMEL
Sungai Besar
Fulfilment
ROSNIDA BINTI AWANG
SPU
Accountability
NOR JANNAH BINTI
MAT SAAD
Gurun
Continuous Improvement
ERFIRERA FELICIA WONG
Sandakan
Integrity
NUR HAFFIZ BINTI AZMI
Team
MAHADIR BIN ROMLI
Accountability
NOOR HANIM BINTI
ZAKARIA

Accountability
NOORSAIDATUL AISHAH
BINTI JALANI
Integrity
FATIN ADILA
Fun
MOHD ADAM ADRUS
Service Excellence
SAZWANI SAPIAN
Fulfilment
SITI KHADIJAH BINTI
ISMAIL
Team
NOOR ASHIKIN BINTI
MUSTAPHA
Continuous Improvement
SITI NORIDAH BINTI
IDRIS

2ND QUARTER
Baanu Pannirselvam,
Batang Berjuntai

2ND QUARTER

Core Value Award
Winners (HQ)

Service Excellence
TAN LEAN SENG
Service Excellence
QUESTAL CHIA
Service Excellence
SHAHILAH BINTI MOHAMED
Service Excellence
WAN NOR AZAN BINTI
WAN MOHD HUSAIN
Accountability
NURUL AINAA BINTI MOHD JONED

Core Value Award
Winners (Centres)

Accountability
NUR ASMA UL HUSNA BINTI ABD JALIL
Pendang
Continuous Improvement
NOR LIYANA SYAFIQAH
Kajang
Service Excellence
SITI ZAMIDAH BINTI MUHAMMAD
Kajang
Continuous Improvement
NUR SYAFIQAH BINTI MOHD ABU
Bangsar
Accountability
ROSMALYANA BINTI ROSLI
Bangsar
Team
NUR HASNIYAH
Fun
RAIHANAH NORZELAND
Team
HASANUDIN BIN AMRAN
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CORE VALUES

Service
Excellence
Serving others
— our reason
for existing. We
continually seek
to understand
the needs of all
of those who
depend on us (our
patients, doctors
and teammates) and
then to exceed their
expectations.
Service excellence
is an essential
value and priority
for the healthcare
industry. It is the
goal that we work
towards in order to
establish ourselves
as the world’s
greatest healthcare
community the
world has ever seen.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

Serving with our head, heart and hands can be achieved by understanding
the needs of both patients and teammates, and always exceeding their
expectations. By providing service excellence, we can win their trust. We
can also strengthen the relationship between teammates and patients by
practicing a combination of several key components such as care, mutualunderstanding, confidence and trust. By doing all of this – we will be on
the path of creating a special place for all.

WHAT CAN YOU DO TO ACHIEVING SERVICE
EXCELLENCE IN AN UTMOST SIMPLEST WAY,
WHILE MAKING A HUGE IMPACT?
Have regular homerooms at
your centres and participate
in every Voice of the Village
call

Remember to check-in on
important updates with each
other in the centre – bear in mind,
it can be about anything. For
example, patients who are always
skipping treatments and ways to
prevent this from happening. It
can also be about a teammate who
needs attention due to his or her
personal issues that are making
them feel disturbed. Communicate
and address the matter well till it
resolves.

Welcome and greet
teammates and patients

Make a change and put a smile
on their face through a simple
greeting as that will make their
day. This is a part of service
excellence as you are extending
your care through verbal
communications that could
make anyone feel at ease. “Good
Morning” followed by “How
are you?” could mean a lot to
most of them. Try greeting your
teammates and patients now!

Service excellence is also achieved through good communication skills
and the impact of that are:
a. Improved engagement between teammates and patients
b. Improved clinical outcome performance
c. Patient and teammates retention in DaVita
d. Emphasis over creating a special place is underscored
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Educate your patients and
ensure they are doing the
right thing

Communicate with your patients
on their clinical performance
and keep them aware of their
overall wellbeing through patient
education program. This is a
form of service excellence as
we demonstrate serious care
and attention over our patient’s
health – through this way as well,
we are making them feel safe
and confident in our care. Feel
free to partner with our Clinical
Service Specialists (CSS) team to
learn more on patient education
programs, they will be more than
happy to assist you.

Keep your space clean and
tidy
Always keep your centres clean
and tidy as hygiene is the key to
patient safety – be precautious
and to disinfect immediately
if blood spills are visible upon
treatment and to also discard
any consumables or medical
tools used appropriately in the
designated bins.
Share this with your other
teammates and share your
own practices to achieve
Service Excellence on our
social media accounts!
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KIDNEY FRIENDLY RECIPE

Thai Chicken With
Eggplant & Green
Beans

INGREDIENTS
• 2 tablespoons vegetable oil
• 1 medium-sized eggplant seed,
diced for 1 inch
• 3 cups green beans, cut into
1 inch long pieces
• 8 cloves of garlic, chopped
• 1 small size rice chili rice,
chopped
• 300g or 1½ medium-sized
chicken breast pieces,
discarded skin and bones,
1 inch diced

Number of serving:

5 servings

Preparation time:

10 minutes

Cooking time:

15 minutes

METHODS
1. Heat half of the oil in a non-stick flat pan.
2. Fry the eggplant with the beans until the eggplant turns brown
(about 3 minutes), then lift and set aside.
3. Heat ½ more oil in the same pan and sauté the garlic with the rice
chilli until fragrant.
4. Add the chicken breast and continue to saute for 3 minutes until the
chicken is half cooked.
5. Add eggplant and green beans followed by oyster sauce. Stir for 2
minutes.
6. Add the red chillies and basil leaves and continue to stir for a while 2
minutes.
7. Served with 1 cup of rice and a fried egg as a complete dish.
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